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Event Description 
 

Round 1: - Guess name of film providing some alphabets (Fill in the blanks,       

                    English) 

 Round 2: - Guess movie name by listening dialogs on short clip.  

Round 3: - Guess Singer Name on running song. 

Round 4: - Recognize actor or actress names from blur images. 

Event Rules 

1. We will have X number of participants. 

2. (First day) X will play 1st elimination round-1. Each round will have 40 questions. To answer the 
question in each round participant, have to use digital buzzer. Chance of answering the question will 
be provided to first 3 rankers of pressed buzzer. 1st buzzer ranker will answer the question by writing 
in zoom chat box, verbal answer will not be accepted. If he/she fails to answer then 2nd buzzer ranker 
will get chance to answer it, if 2nd ranker fails then 3rd ranker will get chance to answer it. If none of 
three buzzer rankers is able to answer the question, then question will be omitted.  Participants who 
have rightly answered 25 questions out of 40 will be selected for 2nd round and rest are eliminated. 
Eliminated participants are not eligible to play any next round. 

3. (First Day) Participants selected from 1st round will play 2nd round after 2 hours of the completion of 
1st round. Selected students will be provided new zoom link for 2nd round. In this round process of 
answering the question and elimination will be same as per round-1. 

4. (Second Day) Participants selected from 2nd round will play 3rd round on provided time on second day. 
Selected students will be provided new zoom link for 3rd round. In this round process of answering the 
question will be same as it is given for round-1.  

5. (Second Day) Participants selected from 3rd round will play 4th round after 2 hours of the 

completion of 3rd round. Selected students will be provided new zoom link for 4th round (Final 

round). In this round, process of answering the question will be same as it is given for round-1. 

Final winner will be decided on the basis of maximum number of right answers. 

6. Three individual Winners will be chosen from 4th round as 1st,2nd and 3rd winner on the basis of 

answering maximum number of questions.  

7. In the case of tie up more question can be asked to ensure the clear winner. 

8. Zoom Link will be provided for each round. 
9. If participants are more than hundred then simultaneously the same event will be executed by some 

other event coordinator. 
10. Round wise and final winners will be decided by event coordinator. 

  


